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ABSTRACT
This paper reports a novel quantitative gas plume imaging tool, based on active near-infrared Backscatter Tunable Diode
Laser Absorption Spectroscopy (b-TDLAS) technology, designed for upstream natural gas leak applications. The new
tool integrates low-cost laser sensors with video cameras to create a highly sensitive gas plume imager that also
quantifies emission rate, all in a lightweight handheld ergonomic package. It is intended to serve as a lower-cost, higherperformance, enhanced functionality replacement for traditional passive non-quantitative mid-infrared Optical Gas
Imagers (OGI) which are utilized by industry to comply with natural gas infrastructure Leak Detection and Repair
(LDAR) requirements. It addresses the need for reliable, robust, low-cost sensors to detect and image methane leaks,
and to quantify leak emission rates, focusing on inspections of upstream oil and gas operations, such as well pads,
compressors, and gas plants. It provides: 1) Colorized quantified images of path-integrated methane concentration. The
images depict methane plumes (otherwise invisible to the eye) actively interrogated by the laser beam overlaid on a
visible camera image of the background. The detection sensitivity exceeds passive OGI, thus simplifying the manual
task of leak detection and location; and 2) Data and algorithms for using the quantitative information gathered by the
active detection technique to deduce plume flux (i.e. methane emission rate). This key capability will enable operators
to prioritize leak repairs and thereby minimize the value of lost product, as well as to quantify and minimize greenhouse
gas emissions, using a tool that meets EPA LDAR imaging equipment requirements.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Anthropogenic emissions of methane, a potent greenhouse gas, can be controlled and limited if their origins are located.
A significant source is leakage from the natural gas system which, in the U.S., includes more than 700,000 active wells,
300,000 miles of transmission pipelines, and 1,200,000 miles of distribution pipelines. Direct measurements of methane
emissions at 190 onshore natural gas sites in the United States, if assumed to be representative of and used to estimate
national emissions, and coupled with EPA national inventory estimates for other emission categories, leads to an
estimate of methane emissions of 0.42% of gross national gas production.1 Specific sites/fields can be far worse in
efficiency, with losses on the order of 10%.2 This leakage poses safety hazards, contributes to greenhouse gas loads, and
costs customers the price of lost gas. Maintaining the security and integrity of the natural gas system is a continual
process of searching for, locating, and repairing leaks. Leak detection practices include scheduled periodic walking,
driving, or aerial surveys. Thousands of leak detection tools and devices are currently deployed worldwide to protect
against potentially explosive leaks. These tools locate leaks by: 1) measuring the local methane concentration (ppm) vs
position; or 2) measuring the concentration integrated over the length of a line-of-sight path (ppm-m); or 3) visualizing
leak plumes using optical imaging equipment. The underlying technologies include gas chromatography (GC), flame
ionization detection (FID), non-dispersive infrared spectroscopy (NDIR), near-IR and mid-IR tunable diode laser
absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) in various configurations including its variant cavity ring down spectroscopy
(CRDS), and infrared imaging. Survey procedures roughly characterize the severity of each leak based on the leak’s
potential as an explosion safety hazard.
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In US upstream operations, surveys for Leak Detection and Repair (LDAR) using optical gas imaging (OGI) are required
semiannually at well sites and quarterly at compressor sites to visualize leak plumes emanating from various components,
e.g. valves, connectors, thief hatches, etc. The EPA defines OGI as an “instrument that makes visible emissions that may
otherwise be invisible to the naked eye,” and requires that “the imaging instrument must provide the operator with an
image of the leak and the leak source.” However, because there is no convenient technology, optical or otherwise, for
measuring leak rate, the current EPA rules make no accommodation for prioritizing repairs based on emission rate,
despite common understanding of a need for such prioritization. Indeed, no current leak survey tools directly quantify
emission rate, a technology gap that this research and development addresses. Although tools are available that measure
emission rates by enclosing the leak (e.g. in a high volume sampler bag3 or a flux tower4) and measuring increased
concentration while collecting leakage for a known period, this is a manual time-consuming process not amenable to rapid
cost-effective surveying of infrastructure.
Active backscatter lasers sensors and passive OGI instruments5 in current service provide remote or standoff leak
detection, meaning that the detector need not be inserted into the emission plume to detect the emission. They rely on
optical spectroscopy to detect target gases that absorb infrared light passing through leak plumes. In passive OGI, the
source of infrared light is broadband thermal emission from background objects, terrain, or sunlight. Figure 1 is an
example passive OGI image visualizing (against a warm background) a nominal 10 scfh methane flow released from a
Styrofoam cup into a ~2-3 mph wind. This scenario represents a typical use of OGI for inspecting valves and other
components of gas infrastructure. The imaged field of view is ~14o x 10o, resolution is ~0.02o, and frame rate 16 Hz.
The leak source (the cup) is located approximately 10 ft from the imager. The plume moves left to right from the cup.
Because passive OGI relies on differences in temperature between the leak plume and the background to visualize the
plume, it is inherently non-quantitative: its detection sensitivity (i.e. its ability to detect gas and measure how much gas)
varies with ambient background conditions (specifically background temperature). Often, as in Fig.1, contrast is poor,
making the plume difficult to visualize in a still image thus necessitating the use of costly high-speed infrared imaging
optics and detector arrays that enhance visibility to human operators when they observe plume changes at video rates.
Consequentially, passive OGI is a costly technology requiring trained operators to gather and interpret gas images6
updated at video rates and does not provide quantitative methane emission rate information.

Figure 1. Single frame of a 10 scfh methane plume image captured by a tradition passive Optical Gas Imager

In contrast, an active laser sensor projects through the plume a narrow-linewidth infrared beam, with its wavelength
selected to interrogate one or more specific target gases (e.g. methane). The laser-based active infrared survey tool
described in this paper meets and exceeds the OGI requirements; it is more sensitive than passive OGI, quantitative, and
independent of ambient conditions. These measurement virtues enable high-contrast quantitative plume visualization in

individual images (Figure 2), each of which may be processed to estimate emission rates (flux), yielding the information
needed by operators to prioritize repairs.

Figure 2. Single frame of a ~7 scfh methane plume image captured in 1 second using the novel raster-scanned active
backscatter-TDLAS technique.

1.2 Technology approach
To reiterate, active laser-based standoff detectors transmit infrared beams through emission plumes. In current practice,
they locate leak sources by manual or mobile scanning, and provide quantitative measurements of path-integrated
concentration.7 In Backscatter Tunable Diode Laser Absorption Spectroscopy (b-TDLAS), an eye-safe infrared laser
beam emanating from a transceiver illuminates a remote natural surface and the transceiver detects laser light scattered
or reflected back from the illuminated surface. The laser beam carries a signal that is analyzed to accurately deduce the
amount of methane in the path the beam traverses, independent of background characteristics, ambient light, other
ambient gases or environmental effects. In routine use, the handheld device detects emissions smaller than 2 SCFH
(~ pilot light scale) without the sensor entering the area of elevated methane concentration in the plume. The technology
is exemplified by the widely-deployed RMLD™ developed by PSI and now produced and sold by Heath Consultants
Inc.8,9 Figure 3 illustrates leak detection using a RMLD. The operator manually scans the laser beam across the area of
interest, be it the surface above an underground pipeline or the region around a gas meter or pipe fitting. The RMLD
continually measures the path-integrated methane concentration (in unit of ppm-m) along the line traversed by the laser
beam between the operator and the surface illuminated by the laser. If, during the scan, the RMLD detects a marked
change in methane concentration indicative of the beam passing through a leak plume, the instrument activates an
audible alarm.10
As described in Section 2.4 below, the information acquired by scanning RMLD around a leak source can be processed
to deduce emission rate. However, to controllably scan simple patterns (e.g. circles) suitable for deducing emission rate
utilizing today’s handheld RMLD, the entire instrument must be installed on a supplemental apparatus (as exemplified in
Section 2.4) that scans an area over the course of several minutes; it is not well suited to imaging the specific leaking
components and would not serve as an OGI. The new tool described herein adds fast mechanical raster scanning,
visible camera imaging, and colorized visualization to the handheld RMLD package, thus qualifying it as an OGI
while providing quantitative methane concentration data for calculating emission rates, capabilities that are
significantly enhanced compared to passive OGI. We call it the RMLD-QGI (Quantitative Gas Imager).

Figure 3. Remote Methane Leak Detector (RMLD) and illustration of use in natural gas pipeline leak surveying.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Plume imaging
The innovative lightweight portable RMLD-QGI tool, illustrated in Figure 4, provides quantitative images of pathintegrated methane concentration, depicting methane plumes actively interrogated by a rapidly-scanned laser beam. The
methane “image” is reconstructed by knowing where the laser is pointing in the visible scene. In the approach adopted
here, the angular pointing vector of the laser scanner is known both by input command to, and by feedback from, the
galvanometers themselves.
The RMLD-QGI is designed to emulate the key imaging performance parameters of a typical OGI. Based on tradeoffs of
the component parts of the RMLD-QGI and the characteristics of OGI images, we tailored the RMLD-QGI to roughly
mimic this geometric performance, but produce strong contrast (colorized), quantitative imagery of the methane plume
(at 1 Hz) overlaid on the visible imagery as seen in Fig.2. The visible camera has a fixed field of view (FOV) and the
pointing of the scanner relative to the angular FOV of the camera is calibrated at the assembly step. Emission rates are
calculated from the image information complemented with wind vector values deduced from the images or by
supplemental measurement.

Figure 4. RMLD-Quantitative Gas Imager (QGI). a) Operating concept. b) Package concept.

2.2 Breadboard prototype
We designed and built a benchtop breadboard prototype using off-the-shelf optical devices and available laboratory
signal acquisition and processing equipment. Figure 5a illustrates the system configuration. An RMLD™ Control Unit
supplies, via optical fiber, a wavelength-modulated laser source to a commercial two-axis laser beam steerer (Thorlabs
GVS102), operated by a companion programmable servo control unit. The beam steerer projects the laser beam onto a
backscatter target positioned approximately 10 ft distant. Backscattered light is collected by a 1” diameter f /1 off-axis
parabolic mirror, which images the field-of-view onto the detector. We programmed the beam steerer to execute a 1000
point raster scan in 1 ms steps over a 8° x 5° field-of-view (9.4° diagonal) with 0.2° resolution (40 x 25 steps). Figure 5b
is a picture of the assembled laboratory benchtop transceiver.

Figure 5. (a) Breadboard prototype system schematic. (b) Photo of breadboard prototype transceiver and indicated
components.

The detector output signal is digitized and supplied to a lock-in amplifier, as is a phase reference signal from the RMLD
control unit. The lock-in amplifier demodulates the detector signal to produce two outputs, one proportional to the
received laser power (called F1), and another proportional to the product of path-integrated concentration and received
laser power (called F2). The ratio F2/F1 yields the path-integrated concentration, thus accommodating the variability of
optical collection efficiency and backreflection reflectance across the field-of-view. The lock-in time constant is set to
1 ms, corresponding to the beam steerer’s dwell time at each pixel. The outputs from the lock-in are recorded and
processed on the laptop computer. Beam steerer position vs time is also supplied to the computer. The computer
records the signals vs time, computes path-integrated concentration at each pixel, converts time to position (via previous
calibration against the visible camera), and generates a 2D map of concentration vs position (via previous calibration of
F2/F1 against a methane-containing calibration cell (see following discussion)), thus generating the plume ‘image’. This
image is overlaid upon the wider visible camera data continuously, thus creating the quantified optical gas plume video.
2.3 Calibration
Calibration and testing of the RMLD-QGI prototype was performed in an indoor laboratory setting. Calibration was
comprised of two components: 1) Co-aligning the laser scan with the video camera’s field-of-view; and 2) converting the
TDLAS signal values (F2/F1) to ppm-m. For calibration step (1), we simply visualized the raster scan pattern by
substituting a visible (red) laser beam in place of the invisible (near-IR) laser beam. In this manner, the alignment of the

camera image and the 8° x 5° (~34cm x 21cm @ 244 cm range) laser interrogation region were co-registered, as
exemplified in Fig. 2 and images below. Calibration step (2), for producing quantitative path-integrated absorption
measurements (in ppm-m), was achieved with a known path-integrated gas concentration standard. Figure 6 illustrates
this procedure via the insertion into the TDLAS region of interrogation a ‘bump’ cell, which is a standard RMLDTM
accessory for periodic calibration check. This accessory is comprised of a ~2cm thick glass cell containing ~50,000ppm
CH4 (thus ~1000ppm-m path-integrated concentration), held in a gray PVC block. Figure 6a illustrates, prior to TDLAS
data overlay, the windowed methane cell placed in the scene. Figure 6b plots the received TDLAS F1 signal, illustrating
not only the circular region of detector FOV, but also that the PVC block provides less backscattering than the
background target, due primarily to absorption of the laser beam by the PVC. The picture also shows that the glass cell
provides even less backscattering; this is due to the specular reflection of the laser beam at the eight glass/air interfaces it
transits (theoretically providing 72% transmission, comparable to the values measured). Nevertheless, the methane cell
is clearly visible in the F2 signal of Figure 6c. Since the ratio F2/F1 is proportional to path-integrated concentration and
independent of F1, a calibration constant is deduced from these images and utilized in subsequent calculations;
nominally, Concentration = 14000 (F2/F1) ppm-m. Pixel noise on this data, and therefore noise-equivalent detection
limit (NEDL), is ~70ppm-m.

Figure 6. (a) Photo of 1000ppm-m methane “bump” cell placed within the FOV of the scanned TDLAS beam. (b) Map of
40x25 F1 TDLAS signals acquired in 1sec. (c) Map of 40x25 F2 TDLAS signals acquired in 1sec.

2.4 Emissions rate estimation
The plume flux (i.e. emission rate) emanating from the interrogated area is deduced as follows11,12,13: The flux of gas
having concentration c(x, y, z) (ppm) flowing with velocity u(x, y, z) through a surface S located a distance x downwind
o

of a source (e.g. Figure 7) is:
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where <c(x ,y)>, the vertical (z-direction) path-integrated column concentration (ppm-m) at horizontal location y, is
o

measured directly by the RMLD™ laser beam. Because the quantified plume images produced by the scanned laser
beam of our novel imaging instrument contain the <c(x ,y)> information, Q is deduced by measuring <c(x ,y)> vs y and
o

o

using an estimated wind speed . Wind speed is determined by measuring plume motion in successive images, or by
measurement with a supplemental wind sensor. Software selects a representative surface S through which the imaged
plume crosses. The surface may be a depicted in the imaged scene as a line or perimeter circumscribing the emission
source (as in Figure 7b). Emission from within the perimeter yields a non-zero net methane flux (i.e. the emission rate).
Any methane flowing through but not originating within the cylinder yields zero net flux. Fig. 7b illustrates the flux
calculation concept as applied to the RMLD-QGI scenario. The figure illustrates a vertical plume rotated to a represent a
horizontal orientation. Pixels forming a rectangular perimeter around the plume and encompassing the leak source are
selected for analysis. The calculation is performed by integrating the vector product of the TDLAS data (ppm-m) with the
local velocity vector (m/s). This velocity is to be either (a) user input from a known current wind value, (b) recorded from a
local portable anemometer, or (c) deduced via a velocimetry algorithm / mode from the RMLD-QGI data itself. Note that
the horizontal edges in this example nominally contribute zero as they are parallel to the flow vector. Choosing pixels that
surround the leak source cancels the contribution of ambient background methane.

Figure 7. (a) Flux calculation schematic. The linear laser beam measures column concentration integrated along z-direction
and temporally scans the S-plane in the y-direction. (b) Illustration of flux calculation as applied to a laboratory methane
plume (rotated image). The red line illustrates a perimeter for calculation that would enclose the source.

This perimeter monitoring flux deduction approach was first proven via a boom-mounted RMLD measurement designed
to mimic an aerial survey. Illustrated in Figure 8a, a 30 ft diameter boom apparatus rotating at 5 rpm scanned laser
curtains around a 13 scfh leak source at several radii. Figure 8b shows, in the form of bubble plots, methane
concentration (proportional to the size of the local bubble) at each measurement point, wind vectors measured at the time
of each measurement attached to each bubble, and the flux calculated from each revolution. Figure 8c transforms the
bubble plot into a colorized concentration map, visualizing the plume and the location of its source. Notably, the plume
lies outside of the inner cylinder, and the flux computed for that cylinder is nearly zero, as expected.

Figure 8. (a) 30 ft diameter cylindrical TDLAS scanning boom apparatus. (b) Bubble plots of methane path-integrated
concentration vs position, with associated wind vectors, and 13 scfh leak source located at the red dot. Each circle is the
average of 10 rotations acquired over 2 minutes. The numerical value associated with each circle is the computed flux. The
average flux for all circles (excluding the inner which the plume does not intercept) is 11.6 scfh. (c) The same data
presented as a colorized image.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the completed implementation of the RMLD-QGI breadboard prototype, a methane flow was generated with an
available Hencken burner apparatus with an accompanying overhead vent. This free jet was interrogated with the
scanning TDLAS beam. Methane map image data of the flow were gathered continuously every second and stored to
file. These data were post processed to produce videos of the plume at the 1Hz update rate. Video 1 illustrates 9
consecutive frames of a 7.2 Lpm (15scfh) methane flow (in the digital version of this manuscript, the included hyperlink
displays this data at the 1Hz video rate). This low inertia jet was subject to minor room ventilation, including hood
draw, fluctuations which imparted some transverse wandering of the plume, as evident in the pictures. Notably, the noise
on these signals was ~73 ppm-m, while the measured concentration values are ~5000 ppm-m, yielding a signal-to-noise
(S/N) ratio of ~70, thus indicating potential for measurement of fluxes as low as 0.25 scfh.

Video 1. Nine 1sec scans of a methane “leak” plume at 7.2 Lpm (15scfh). See video here:
http://dx.doi.org/doi.number.goes.here

We note also that both the measured path-integrated concentration and the plume width increase with elevation (i.e.
distance from the source). As the plume flows into and mixes with the stagnant ambient air, its speed slows while
conserving flux by increasing width and concentration. Figure 9 plots the product of integrating the path-integrated
concentration (ppm-m) with the horizontal span (m), yielding the ppm-m2 product for each row (40 rows) and comparing
three different frames. The metered flux of 15 scfh (120 cm3/s) indicates local plume speed diminishes from ~80 cm/s
near the burner exit to ~35 cm/s near the top of the scanned region (340 ppm-m2 * 35 cm/s = 120 cm3/s). These values
are qualitatively consistent with a flow speed ~47 cm/s estimated from by pipe flow calculation based on burner size and
known flux.

Figure 9. Row by row plot of area-integrated concentration (ppm-m2) for three frames of the 1Hz TDLAS imagery of the
7.2Lpm methane plume.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary:
•

We demonstrated the feasibility of developing a handheld TDLAS natural gas leak plume imager that, based on
measured signal-to-noise ratios, can quantify emissions rates from leaks as small as 0.25 scfh.in seconds.

•

We built a laboratory prototype platform that demonstrated quantitative performance

•

We have successfully developed algorithms necessary for (1) fast TDLAS image acquisition, (2) conversion to
a 2D path-integrated concentration map, (3) overlay on visible camera imagery, and (4) calculation of leak flux.

•

We have a viable design for an affordable and quantitative instrument to be implemented for upstream natural
gas leak imaging and leak rate quantification, addressing regulatory needs for an improved sensor for LDAR
applications.
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